Abstract. We present a split and merge EM algorithm to overcome the local maximum problem in Gaussian mixture density estimation. Non-global maxima often involve having too many Gaussians in one part of the space and too few in another, widely separated part of the space. To escape from such configurations we repeatedly perform split and merge operations using a new criterion for efficiently selecting the split and merge candidates. Experimental results on synthetic and real data show the effectiveness of using the split and merge operations to improve the likelihood of both the training data and of held-out test data.
I Introduction
Gaussian mixtures have been extensively used in the field of statistical pattern recognition including neural networks [1, 2, 3, 4] . The EM algorithm [5] has been well known as a convenient and efficient tool to iteratively compute the maximum likelihood estimates of Gaussian mixtures. There are, however, two serious problems in practice: singularities and local maxima. Although these problems have been pointed out by many researchers, the best way to solve them in practice is still an open question.
Ormoneit and Tresp [3] have recently proposed some sophisticated regularization methods to solve the singularity problem. Regarding the local maximum problem, two authors have proposed the deterministic annealing EM (DAEM) algorithm [6] [7] , where a modified posterior probability parameterized by temperature is derived to avoid local maxima. However, in the case of Gaussian mixture density estimation, local maxima arise when there are too many Gaussians in one part of the space and too few in another. It is not possible to move a Gaussian from the overpopulated region to the underpopulated region without passing through positions that give lower likelihood. We therefore introduce a discrete move that simultaneously merges two Gaussians in an overpopulated region and splits a gaussian in an underpopulated region.
The idea of split and merge operations has been successfully applied to clustering or vector quantization (e.g., [SI). To our knowledge, this is the first time that simultaneous split and merge operations have been applied to improve Gaussian mixture density estimation. New criteria presented in this paper can efficiently select the split and merge candidates. Although the proposed method, unlike the DAEM algorithm, is limited to mixture models, we show experimentally that our split and merge EM algorithm obtains better solutions than the DAEM algorithm.
Gaussian Mixture Density Estimation via the EM algorithm
The probability density function (pdf) of a finite Gaussian mixture is The g(x; p,, Cm) is a &dimensional normal density corresponding to the mth component given by:
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obtained by the EM algorithm [SI. In the EM algorithm, the parameters 0 are iteratively estimated by using two steps, E (for Expectation) and M (for Maximization). The E-step computes the expectation of the complete data log-likelihood using the posterior probability that x belongs to the mth component based on the current parameters dt):
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Next, the M-step maximizes this Q function with respect to 0 to estimate the new parameter values Q(t+l). That is,
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To prevent the covariance from being singular, the following update rule based on the Bayesian regularizarion is available 3 Split and Merge EM Algorithm
The Algorithm
Let Q* denote the parameter values estimated by the usual EM algorithm.
Then after the EM algorithm converged, (2) can be rewritten as Q*=Q;+Qj*+Qi+ Qk, 
XEX
We then try to increase the first term of the right-hand side of (6) by merging the ith and j t h Gaussians to produce the i'th Gaussian, and splitting the kth Gaussian into the j'th and the k'th Gaussians. To reestimate the parameters of these new Gaussians, we have to initialize the parameters corresponding to them using Q* .
The initial parameter values for the merged i'th Gaussian can be set as:
where Bi corresponds to pi and Ci. That is, the initial values of mean vector and covariance matrix are generated by a linear combination of the original ones before merge, and this might be intuitively reasonable. On the other hand, as for the j'th and k'th Gaussians, ffji = Ck'kf = @;/2 and cj, = C k , = det(C;)l/dId.
That is, each covariance matrix is initialized as a unit matrix with the same volume ar E;. The mean vectors pj, and p k , are determined by performing the K-means algorithm on the data that has the highest posterior probability P(klz;O*) under Gaussian k (e.g. the 10 data points most likely to have been generated from Gaussian k ) . Alternatively. we simply use some random perturbation vector E~, m = 1,2 (~~e m~~<~~p~~~) 7
and set pjt = p; + €1 and
The parameter reestimation for m = ?,j' and k' can be done by using EM steps shown in (4) and (5) . Note that (3) should be replaced with (7) so that this reestimation does not affect the other Gaussians. Note that when a certain split and merge candidate which improves the Q function value is found at Step 3, the other successive candidates are ignored. There is therefore no guarantee that the split and the merge candidates that are chosen will give the largest possible improvement in Q. This is not a major problem, however, because the split and merge operations are performed repeatedly.
Split and Merge Criteria
Each of the split and merge candidates can be evaluated by its Q function value after
Step 3 of the split and merge EM algorithm mentioned in Sec.3.1.
However, since there are so many candidates, some reasonable criteria for ordering the split and merge candidates should be utilized to accelerate the split and merge EM algorithm.
In general, when there are many data points each of which has almost equal posterior probabilities for any two Gaussians, it can be thought that these two Gaussians might be merged. To numerically evaluate this, we define the following merge criterion:
where Pi(@*) = (P(iJz1; e*), . . . , P ( i l z~; E RN is the N-dimensional vector consisting of posterior probabilities for the ith Gaussian. Clearly, the ith and j t h Gaussians with larger Jmerge(i,j; 0*) should be merged.
As a split criterion ( J s p l i t ) , we define the local Kullback divergence as:
which is the distance between two distributions: the local data density pk(x) around the kth Gaussian and the kth Gaussian density specified by the current parameter estimate pi and Xi. The local data density is defined as:
This is a modified empirical distribution weighted by the posterior probability so that the data around the kth Gaussian are focused. Note that when the weights are equal, i.e., P(klz; 0*) = 1/M, (10) is the usual empirical distribution, i.e., Pk(Z; e*) = (1/N) E:='=, 6(a: -2,). Since it can be thought that the Gaussian with the largest Jsplit(k; e*) has the worst estimate of the local density, we should try to split it. Using Jmerge and Jsplit, we sort the split and merge candidates as follows. First, merge candidates are sorted based on Jmerge. Then, for each sorted merge candidate {i, j } c , split candidates excluding { i , j } c are sorted as {k}c. By combining these results and renumbering them, we obtain {i, j , k}c.
Experiments
First, we show the results of two-dimensional synthetic data to visually demonstrate the usefulness of the split and merge operations. Figure l(a) shows the true Gaussian mixture distribution with a common covariance (E = 0.1 I) and a synthetically generated data set ( N = 300) from the distribution. The usual EM algorithm converged to the local maximum solution shown in Fig. l(c) . However, our split and merge EM algorithm converges to the superior solution shown in Fig. l(f) Fig. l(c) was further split as shown in Fig. l(d) . This seems to be a redundant split, but as shown in Fig. l(e) they are successfully merged and the original two Gaussians (1st and 6th Gaussians in Fig. l(c) ) were improved as shown in Fig. l(e) . This result indicates that the split and merge operations not only play an important role to appropriately assign the number of Gaussians in a local data space, but can also contribute to better estimate the Gaussian parameters themselves.
Next, we tested the proposed algorithm using high-dimensional real data where the local maxima make the optimization difficult. The data used here were facial images (photographs), and each of which was a 20-dimensional feature vector. Data size was 103 for training (X) and 103 for test (X'). We performed three algorithms (EM, DAEM, and split and merge EM). Note that the result of the EM algorithm can be obtained at Step 1 in the split and merge EM algorithm as mentioned in Sec.3.1. In this experiment, we designated M = 5 and a diagonal covariance model (i.e., Em = diag(&, . . . ,ckz0), m = 1,. . . , 5 ) for each Gaussian. We initialized mean vectors by using the Kmeans algorithm and initialized covariance matrices as 20-dimensional unit matrices. Since the K-means algorithm depends on the initial mean vectors, we initialized 10 times. For each initialization, we tested three algorithms. Table 1 summarizes the log-likelihood values for each of training and test sets obtained by running each of three algorithms ten times. These values are normalized by the data size. The proposed algorithm is referred to as 'SMEM' in Table 1 . Since the test data were not used to obtain O* and the training data size was not large compared to the dimensionality, the log-likelihood values for the test data were much smaller than those for the training data. However, the proposed algorithm certainly improved the log-likelihood not only for the training data, but also for the test data. Moreover, the worst solution found by the split and merge EM algorithm was better than the best solutions found by the other algorithms on both training and test data. . ' .
. . * ;Q*:
. :: ...... . . Figure 2 shows log-likelihood value trajectories during the estimation process. Actually, there are some branching trajectories each of which corresponds to the split and merge candidate executed at Step 3. However, for clarity, only trajectories corresponding to the accepted estimation process at
Step 3 are shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2 , the upper (lower) trajectory corresponds to the training (test) data.
The lower one was obtained by successively computing the log-likelihood using the current parameter estimate and the test data during the estimation process. Dotted lines in Fig. 2 denote the starting points of Step 2. As shown,
Step 2 was executed five times. The average number of accepted split and merge operations (i.e., the average counts that Step 2 was executed) was 4.7 (STD=0.8).
Note that it is due to the initialization at Step 3 that the log-likelihood decreases just after the split and merge in Fig. 2 . Since newly merged and split Gaussians were, as described in Sec.3.1, initialized in some ad hoc manner, the log-likelihood values corresponding to these initial parameter values were usually smaller than those just before the split and merge. In the lower trajectory, unlike the upper one, the log-likelihood did not necessarily increase monotonically in each reestimation process at Step 3, which may be natural because the trajectory was for the test data. However, comparing the convergence points at Step 3 marked by the '0' symbol in Fig. 2 , one can see that the successive split and merge operations improved the log-likelihood for the test data, as we expected. Table 2 compares the number of iterations (no. of EM steps) executed by the three algorithms. Note that in the SMEM algorithm, the EM-steps corresponding to rejected split and merge operations are not counted. The average rank of the accepted split and merge candidates was 1.8 (STD=0.9), which indicates that the proposed split and merge criteria work very well. Therefore, the SMEM algorithm was about 155 x 13/47 = 6 times slower than the original EM algorithm.
Conclusion
We have shown how simultaneous split and merge operations can be used to move Gaussians from regions of the space in which there are too many Gaussians to regions in which there are too few. Such moves cannot be accomplished by methods that continuously move Gaussians through intermediate locations because the likelihood is lower at these locations. A simultaneous split and merge can be viewed as a way of tunneling through low-likelihood barriers, thereby eliminating many non-global optima. In this respect, it has some similarities with simulated annealing but the moves that are considered are long-range and are very specific to the particular problems that arise when fitting a mixture of Gaussians.
To make the split and merge method efficient we have introduced criteria for deciding which splits and merges to consider and have shown that these criteria work well for a low-dimensional synthetic dataset and for a high-dimensional real dataset. Our split and merge EM algorithm consistently outperforms standard EM, and it also consistently outperforms a deterministic annealing version of EM that initially keeps the variances of the Gaussians large so that it is easier to move them across regions of the space that separate data clusters.
